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Excel 2013 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	The comprehensive reference, now completely up-to-date forExcel 2013!


	As the standard for spreadsheet applications, Excel is usedworldwide - but it's not always user-friendly. However, in thehands of veteran bestselling author Greg Harvey, Excel gets a wholelot easier to understand! This handy all-in-one guide covers...
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Using Visual C++ 6Que, 1998
Using Visual C++ 6 provides a thorough tour of the essential features of Visual C++ 6 with plenty of hands-on programming examples. It's a good guide for any beginning or intermediate C++ programmer who wants to get a handle on Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC) and the new Visual C++.
 The order of material in Using Visual C++...
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Kivy CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Enhance your skills in developing multi-touch applications with Kivy


	About This Book

	
		Create most diverse apps and learn how to distribute them with the help of the Kivy framework
	
		Explore Kivy API to develop user interfaces and control multi-touch events
	
		Step-by-step recipes...
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Java 1.4 Game Programming (Wordware Game and Graphics Library)Wordware Publishing, 2003
With the release of Java 1.4, it is now possible to develop more advanced computer games using the Java language than ever before. Java 1.4 Game Programming focuses on the technical aspects of game programming using the latest release of Java, beginning with an introduction to the Java programming language and building upon that...
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House Cat : How to Keep Your Indoor Cat Sane and SoundHowell Book House, 2005
Loved and worshipped, hated and feared, cats have been companions
to humanity for thousands of years.

A carnivorous mammal in the Felidae family, the cat’s evolutionary
origin is not a clear picture. The most ancient known ancestor
is an animal called Miacis, which had a slender body and short legs.
As for our...
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How to Do Everything: Adobe Illustrator CS4McGraw-Hill, 2009
Welcome to How to Do Everything: Adobe Illustrator CS4! Adobe Illustrator is the number-one vector graphics program being used today by professionals. This program is the essential tool for graphic artists, video production artists, web and interactive designers, and professionals in other industries who use graphics to communicate ideas visually...
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Windows 8 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
		Windows 8 is the latest operating system from Microsoft, launched three years after the
	
		successful Windows 7. Unlike recent versions, Windows 8 brings many important changes to
	
		the world of Windows operating systems.
	


	
		If Windows 7 was made to run on more traditional computers such as laptops, desktops,...
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Getting Started with PhantomJSPackt Publishing, 2013

	Harness the strength and capabilities of PhantomJS to interact with the web and perform website testing with a headless browser based on WebKit


	Overview

	
		Writing scripts that can interact directly with web services and pages
	
		Interacting with social media websites using PhantomJS scripts

...
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iPhone and iPad Apps for Absolute Beginners, iOS 5 EditionApress, 2012

	The iPhone is the hottest gadget of our generation, and much of its success has been fueled by the App Store, Apple’s online marketplace for iPhone applications. Over 1 billion apps were downloaded during the nine months following the launch of the App Store, ranging from the simplest games to the most complex business apps....
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Pattern Cutting for Clothing Using CAD: How to Use Lectra Modaris Pattern Cutting Software (Woodhead Publishing Series in Textiles)Woodhead Publishing, 2012

	The invention of computer aided design (CAD) has revolutionised pattern cutting for clothing. Lectra’s Modaris pattern cutting software is a key tool in pattern production. Using a practical approach and clear examples throughout, Pattern cutting for clothing using CAD is an essential guide for all users of Lectra Modaris.

	...
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Event-Driven ProgrammingOpen University Press, 2009

	The previous unit, Unit 6, has shown you how to create graphical user interfaces that contain a wide range of components and have quite sophisticated layouts. You are also in a position now to make use of Java reference material to investigate and use other components and layouts. However, when the user clicks on a button or enters text, nothing...
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Macs For Seniors For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	You're never too old to fall in love with your Mac!


	You took a while, but you are now the proud owner of your first Mac computer. Macs For Seniors For Dummies is just for you. This friendly, accessible guide walks you through choosing a Mac and learning how to use it. You'll find yourself falling head over heels for your...
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